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ERRATA

Page 1 - Second paragraph, first line:
Amend to read
-----It was found in more than a few situations, that the

Page 3 - Last paragraph but one (Side-wall effects), second line:
Amend to read
-----(e.g., Refs. 3, 4, and 4a)

Page 5 - Second paragraph, first line:
Amend to read
-----Wall corrections: The effects •••• depend on the model and wall geometry ...

_ Paragraph 2.3 (Boundary-Layer Measurements), second line:
Amend to read
-----•.• should be obtained are not quoted.

Page 7 - Second paragraph, third line:
Amend to read
-----••.• specifications, typical acceptable bias and deviation ••••

Page 18 - First paragraph, line six:
Amend to read
-----••.. to the measurement of angle of attack ••••

Page 19 - REFERENCES
After reference 4, add

4a. Chan Y.Y.: Boundary Layer
for Two-Dimensional Tests.
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WIND TUNNEL FLOW QUALITY AND DATA ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS

Report of the AGARD FDP TES Conveners Group

SUMMARY

This report is written by the Wind Tunnel Testing Techniques (TES)* Subcommittee of the AGARD Fluid
Dynamics Panel. It deals with flow quality and data accuracy requirements for wind tunnel testing. The
emphasis is on transonic test conditions. Two conveners, one from each side of the Atlantic, were appointed
by the TES Subcommittee. The conveners brought together the foremost workers for purposes of discussing the
current level of testing technology, what are the requirements of the future, and. what needs to be done.

It was found in more than a few situations, the requirements for data accuracy and flow quality are not
well defined. The requirements that are compiled represent the current thinking. To aid in understanding
the impact of flow quality and data accuracy, included in this study is a detailed examination of their
contributions to the test results of a transport-type configuration. The approach can be adapted to other
types. The results of this effort correlate well with what is generally accepted.

The result of this effort brought focus on the need to document the flow quality in each facility and
that the measurements should include a standard set of both instrumentation and data reduction methods.
Aside from the already well-known need to improve angle-of-attack measuring capability, the need to under
stand the role of aero-noise on Reynolds number effects was highlighted.

SYMBOLS

A

A

amplitude

as pect rati 0

base or cavity area

normal area

number density

inlet

incidence angle

k surface roughness

L fuselage length

L opti ca1 path 1ength

reference area

end of transition

dynamic pressure

effective wetted area

wetted area

total pressure

rms value of fluctuating pressure

particle

parabolic

fluctuating component of static pressure

static pressure

~ mean free path

~t tail length in tail volume coefficient

~x integral spatial correlation

M free-stream Mach number

Re Reynolds number

rms root mean square

q

<p'>

p

p

pI

n reduced frequency

[nF(n)]l/2 c~(~n/n)-1/2 in bandwidth ~n at reduced
frequency n

n data rate

o root

elliptical

norma1 force

chord force

gas

exit conditions

acceleration due to gravity

skin friction

force

particle diameter

span efficiency factor

chord or axial-force coefficient,
FC/qooS

drag coefficient, drag/qooS

coefficient of skin friction

mean aerodynamic chord

pressure coefficient, (p - poo)/qoo

dimensionless rms pressure fluctuation

pitching moment coefficient,
moment/qooSe

normal-force coefficient, FN/qooS

chord

lift coefficient, lift/qooS

section lift coefficient

g

g

F

e

e

e

c

*TES - Techniques d'Essais en Souffleries (French equivalent of Wind Tunnel Testing Techniques).
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T temperature

stagnation temperature

v kinematic viscosity

dummy variable

A recent effort to establish an experimental data base for computer program assessment has shown that
there is a scarcity of reliable information on flow quality and data accuracy in existing subsonic and tran
sonic wind tunnels (Ref. 1) needed to establish higher confidence in the data base. Furthermore, it was
realized that the effect of flow quality on data accuracy was not in all instances well understood and that
there was only limited information on the data accuracy - and hence on the flow quality - actually required
for a specific test. In recognition of these problems, of the necessity for future improvements of existing
wind tunnels, and of the need to provide guidance for the designer of new facilities, a Conveners Group was
formed by the AGARD FDP (members are listed in the Appendix) with the objective of specifying, for subsonic
and transonic speeds, data-accuracy and flow-quality requirements in relation to the following:

1. Steady-state and dynamic-pressure measurements

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Scope and Definition of Work

base or cavity

base

density

root mean square

fluctuations in density

standard deviation

wall shear stress

dummy index

internal

tail

ratio of specific heats at constant pressure
and volume, 1.4 for air

cavity

design

force

full-scale

stagnation

free stream

pI

o

< >

p

bc

c

F

y

t

t

b

int

des

Subscripts

fs

transonic

angle of attack

upflow velocity component

ordinate of camber line

streamwise velocity

fluctuating component of velocity

shear-stress velocity, (T
W

/p)1/2

model volume

coefficient of viscosity

scaling parameter, induced camber

weight flow

change

scaling parameter, parabolic lift

precision/accuracy of proportionality

duct exit flow angle

Cunningham constant = 1.8 for air

wavelength

streamwise coordinate

u'

e

U
T

U

a

v

W

K

x
y

w

2. Force and moment measurements

3. Boundary-layer and heat-transfer measurements

4. Component force measurements

5. Buffeting, flutter, and dynamic stability investigations

Consideration was also to be given to specific types ofjtesting:

1. Experiments with simulated engine flow

2. Reflection-plane testing

The Conveners Group was to specify for a £iven accuracy and for the types of testing listed above the
following:

1. Distribution and fluctuations throughout the test section of total and static pressure; velocity,
including direction and magnitude; and temperature

2. Frequency spectra of disturbances such as flow turbulence, and acoustic effects due to tunnel drive
system, wall vibrations, reflection waves, and wall boundary layer

3. Purity of fluid
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4. Wind-tunnel and support-interference corrections for steady, oscillatory, and rotary experiments
with full and half models

5. Model surface tolerance and aeroelastic design requirements

6. Measurements of and corrections for aeroelastic deformations and vibrations of models and support
systems

The accuracy requirements for wind-tunnel data were to be specified in relation to

1. The prediction of performance and operating characteristics of a given configuration

2. - The evaluation of differences in performance due to small configurational changes

3. The assessment of computational codes

1.2 Complexity of Task and Approach

In the overall sense, the goal of the airframe manufacturer, insofar as the use of wind-tunnel data is
concerned, is to be able to incorporate those data into the most reliable prediction of flight performance
that can be made within the constraint of cost effectiveness. In this sense, uncertainties in the data are
directly transferable to uncertainties in predicted performance. As indicated above, many kinds of tests
comprise the data base used to predict performance; both absolute and incremental quantities - the latter in
the refinement process of the design - are of importance. In research, the goal regarding wind-tunnel data is
to use the data with confidence, without having inaccuracies or imprecision obscure or preclude achieving the
research objectives.

All the data are affected by the test technique used, the flow quality of the tunnel, and the uncertainty
of the measurements. All foregoing items interact. The complexity of this interaction between the flow
environment produced by the facility and the measurement itself results in the overall data uncertainty; this
interaction is illustrated in Fig. 1 (Ref. 2).

As one can see, the goals set forth by the initiators of the Group are formidable. The large number of
parameters involved and the limited time given the Group - at least initially - made it impossible to cover
all types of measurements and influence-parameters in a satisfactory way. In view of this, the Group took
the following approach:

1. Compile, to the extent possible, quantitative and qualitative information on data accuracy and estab
lish the corresponding flow-quality requirements for the types of measurements specified above. These results,
corresponding to the scope and definitions of work outlined, are contained in Table 1. Where necessary,
discussion of results is in Sec. 2 of this report.

2. Examine in detail the effects of flow quality on static stability and control-type testing with
emphasis on the most crucial aerodynamic parameter, that is, drag..

2. COMPILATION OF DATA-ACCURACY AND FLOW-QUALITY REQUIREMENTS

The following qualitative and quantitative assessment of data-accuracy and flow-quality requirements is
very preliminary in nature; it is not to be construed as a detailed investigation of the subject. One should,
therefore, keep in mind that future discussions may to some extent alter the information presented here. The
presentation in this section follows in general the order shown in Table 1. This table contains J besides
numbers quoted on accuracy and flow quality, an indication of which influence-parameters are less important
for a particular type of measurement and where the more relevant parameters are discussed.

2.1 Steady-State and Dynamic Pressure Measurements

The data accuracies quoted for steady-state pressure measurements on model surfaces are as follows:

1. Performance verification bCp = 0.01

2. Small configurational changes bCp = 0.001

3. Assessing computer codes bCp = 0.01

The accuracy requirement for (2) is derived from the desired accuracy in pressure drag prediction of
bCDp ~ 0.0001. The flow-quality requirements are generallji'the same as the ones for force measurements.
Overlapping requirements will, therefore, be discussed in the respective section.

The data accuracy requirements for dynamic pressure measurements are similar to the ones for steady-state
pressure measurements.

Side-wall effects - Side-wall effects with two-dimensional models have been considered by various inves
tigators (e.g., Refs. 3,4); however, the results are still not conclusive. Within the activities of the
GARTEur Action Group on Two-Dimensional Testing Methods, these effects will be further investigated.

Aeroelastic effects - Model vibrations at the model and sting natural frequencies are easy to measure by
equipping the model with accelerometers (a minimum of six is required). However, correcting pressures in
dynamic tests can only be done for motions in the first wing-bending or rigid~body modes. Consequently,
stiffer models - for instance, those made of carbon fibre - should be used in the interest of obtaining
accurate pressure data.
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1. Tunnel total and stagnation pressure: 0.1%

lICD = 0.0001 + lICp = 0.001

lICL = 0.01

lICD = 0.0001

lICM= 0.001

Lift coefficient

Drag coefficient

Pitching-moment coefficient

over the length of the model. The required accuracy in drag also determines the accuracy of the flow angle
at the wing location. The latter follows from the relation CD ~ CN' a + Ce' where CN and Cc are the normal
and axial-force coefficients, respectively, measured by the balance. Assumlng a normal-force coefficient of
CN ~ 0.5 at cruise, one obtains for

Assessment of major configurational changes and model comparisons - The accuracy requirements for lift,
drag, and pitching moment are the same as stated in the preceding subsection; however, the flow-quality
requirements are more stringent, depending on the model changes, for example, changes in wing area and span,
body length and cross-sectional area, and position of tail surface.

Flow nonuniformities: The requirement for the pressure variation along the model axis is given by the
desired drag accuracy. Assuming a ratio of 0.1 between body cross-sectional and wing area, it follows for

Furthermore, one must be careful that the model geometry and the surface finish do not change during the time
a test series is conducted or when certain test conditions are repeated (model aging).

2. Model angle of attack: 0.01°

3. Mach number (as above); 0.001

To maintain the required accuracies over the number of runs necessary to evaluate the effect of configura
tional changes - large or small - one must be able to repeat the free-stream conditions within certain bound
aries. These boundaries are as follows:

To achieve the required drag accuracy within the range of the rapid drag variation at the drag divergence
boundary, the free-stream Mach number must be determined and kept constant for the period of at least one
a-sweep to within LIM = 0.001. Generally, the flow uniformities are not important as long as they stay the
same over prolonged periods of time. In this respect, one must be careful with tunnel modifications and
unwanted changes to the tunnel circuit - for example, an accumulation of dirt in coolers and screens may alter
local conditions in the test section.

This also sets the required accuracies for CN and CC'

The required accuracy in flow angularity at the tail location - and hence in the axial variation in flow
angularity - is derived from the accuracy requirement for the pitching moment. Assuming a tail volume of 0.1
and a (dCL/da)tail of O.l/deg, it follows from

lICM= 0.001 + lIa = 0.1°

2.2 Force and Moment Measurements (Balance Measurements)

The information given here is based on requirements for transport-type aircraft in the high-speed regime,
with drag being considered the most important aerodynamic parameter to be determined.

Repeatability and minor configuration changes - The accuracy requirements for lift, drag, and ~itching

'moment, as stated by various research and industry sources, are:

Total pressure and temperature variations over the span and the length of the model should be kept within
1/2% and ±1° K, respectively.

To obtain the required data accuracies, one should try to achieve a flow quality somewhat better than
that indicated by the values given above. The flow-qual~,ty requirements may be met by design and calibration.

;/7-

Flow unsteadiness: This is not a very critical parameter, unless very short measuring times are required.
Evidence exists that significantly large flow unsteadiness can be induced by the model (e.g., by oscillating
shock waves), to the extent that the unsteadiness levels of present day wind tunnels are exceeded. For the
type of measurements considered here, adequate filtering techniques can be employed; however, sufficient run
time must be prOVided (e.g., for static force and moment tests: 0.5 sec; for static pressure tests: 1 sec
(Ref. 5)).

Flow unsteadiness will, of course, be important when tests are conducted in which there is free transi
tion or in which there are boundary-layer measurements in general, or when specific tests, such as laminar
flow control measurements, are conducted. These tests will actually set the flow-quality requirements here.
They will be discussed further in Secs. 2.3 and 4.1.

Purity of fluid: Essentially two factors are of concern here: condensation effects and the impact of
dust particles on the model surface. Condensation can be avoided by keeping the dew point 2° C below the
free-stream static temperature (see Humidity in Sec. 3.2). Dust particles may increase the surface roughness
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thus causing premature transition. Here, periodic checks and refinishing of the surface are necessary (see
Sec. 4.4).

Wall corrections: The effects of tunnel-wall constraints on free-stream and local flow conditions
depend on the model geometry and the flow field generated by that geometry. Hence, correction methods should
be able to assess (1) relative changes in the free-stream flow conditions and (2) changes in local flow condi
tions at the wing location and along the model axis caused by configurational changes. Moreover, the
correction methods should be able to assess these changes to accuracies of

LM = 0.001

The range of lift and free-stream Mach numbers where these relative changes in flow conditions are of particu
lar interest are 0.3 $ CL $ 0.6 and 0.5 $ M$ 0.85.

Model support interference: Flow nonuniformities introduced by the model support should be known to the
following accuracies:

A severe problem is the interference at the location where the sting enters the fuselage, because at that
point base pressure, internal pressures, flow separation onset, and separation pattern may be affected. In
general, the magnitude of the support interference may be checked and corrected for by using different support
systems - for example, twin stings supporting the model from the wing tips while the forces on the afterbody
are measured with and without the main sting present.

Model design tolerances: Here, only two statements were obtained:

1. Lifting surfaces should be manufactured to the following accuracies: ordinates, ±0.0003 C (c = mean
aerodynamic chord); and slope of ordinates, ±0.02°.

2. Local discontinuities in profile shape are more important than the absolute accuracy of the model.
Discontinuities should not exceed 0.1°.

At the tail location:

At the wing location:

LCp < 0.001

La < 0.01

La < 0.1°

For surface finish requirements, see Sec. 2.3, Boundary-Layer Measurements.

Aeroelastic effects: Considering configurational changes, model deformation (wing twist) is not critical
for CL - CD comparisons but will influence CL - CM comparisons. Because of the latter, wing-twist changes
along the span should be known within La = 0.1°. The wing deformation may be determined by static calibra
tions. For comments on model and sting vibrations see Secs. 2.1 and 2.4.

Absolute accuracy levels - The requirements for absolute accuracy when the aim is performance verifica
tion can be relaxed relative to those stated in the preceding sections, especially when considering drag.
Here, an accuracy of LCD =0.0005 (this is about the accuracy one is able to achieve in flight) is consid
ered adequate. The corresponding accuracy in flow direction is about La = 0.05°. Nevertheless, a higher
accuracy is desirable since the final accuracy is a sum of many uncertainties. Of these, the translation from
the wind-tunnel model to the real airplane, scale effects, and engine representation are probably the most
important.

The data-accuracy requirements concerning computational fluid dynamics are equivalent to those for
LCD = 0.0001.

2.3 Boundary-Layer Measurements

The accuracy requi rements are simil ar to the ones for pressure measurements. Exact fi gures regardi ng
the accuracy with which mean and fluctuating quantities and heat-transfer data should be obtained were not
quoted. The figures on flow quality are summarized in Table 1.

Flow nonuniformities - The reason for the required flow quality is in part the extreme sensitivity of
the boundary-layer development to convergence or divergence of edge streamlines (in plan view), the most
common causes for this behavior being disturbances from screens, honeycomb, or corner vanes. Considering
screens, the reader should be reminded that unmeasurably small free-stream disturbances (axial vorticity?)
can produce spanwise variations of several percent in boundary-layer thickness or skin friction.

Flow unsteadiness - Experiments by Benek (Ref. 6) and~eeks and Hodges (Ref. 7) have shown a remarkable
insensitivity of the boundary-layer development to sound waVes, justifying the relatively high value of 2% q
for pressure disturbances. A note of caution in this regard: when testing models with natural transition,
the noise will promote earlier transition and hence there may be some significant displacement thickness
effects as a result. Furthermore, there may be a small but significant effect of noise on skin friction for
thin layers (see Reynolds number in Sec. 3.2). Considering vorticity, isotropic turbulence with a 0.1% rms
u-component fluctuation causes somewhat more than 0.1% increase in flat-plate skin friction. Although
lateral fluctuations in good tunnels exceed longitudinal fluctuations, 0.1% in the rms-value of the
u-component is still considered conservative and even adequate for basic experiments on transition. (One
exception, possibly, is LFC investigations, in which lower rms values are required; see Sec. 4.1.) At such
low turbulent intensities, it is also sensible to assume that the turbulence structure has only minor effects
on the boundary-layer development (Ref. 8).

The 0.5° K requirement for temperature spottiness is given here because temperature variations convected
through a transonic or supersonic contraction lead to velocity fluctuations.
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Purity of fluid - Purity of fluid is an important aspect in hot-wire measurements. Particles of the
order of 1 ~m may adhere to the wire, thus causing calibration changes, and particles of 10 ~m or more may
break the wire (see Secs. 4.3 and 4.4).

Support interference - At transonic speeds upstream influence of the probe and the probe support may
appreciably distort the boundary layer. Quantitative rules are not available.

Model design - The requirements for model design are similar to the ones for force and moment measure
ments. In addition, a surface finish of u,k/v < 5 is suggested.

2.4 Unsteady Phenomena

The flow-quality requirements for bUffeting, flutter, and dynamic stability (quasi-steady derivatives)
tests are given in Table 1. Remarks concerning the various influence-parameters are given below.

Flow nonuniformity - The low value of Mach number accuracy (nM = 0.01) seems justified by the difficulty
of modeling "unsteady phenomena." For buffeting or dynamic stability tests, one often encounters, for
instance, separated flows with large scale effects. Again, if a model flutters at an equivalent air speed
(EAS) of interest, it does not really matter if the Mach number is 0.97 or 0.98; however, the mode shapes and
frequency parameters should be nearly correct.

For flutter tests, the temperature requirement is introduced, because the model stiffness varies with
temperature, thus changing the desired stiffness distribution.

Flow unsteadiness - It is suspected that the flow-quality criteria given in AGARD Report No. 644, con
cerned with the high-Reynolds-number facility LEHRT (Ref. 9), are both unrealistic and unobtainable. There is
good evidence that the NLR high-speed transonic tunnel is well suited for dynamic experiments. Here, the
level of <p'/q> is about 0.5% and the parameter [nF(n)]1/2 is about 0.002. These levels are close to the
ones originally suggested by Mabey (Ref. 10). However, in any given facility it is important that support
interferences, such as model support data and air supply struts, should not produce additional flow unsteadi
ness close to the model.

Model design - Surface finish of the model should correspond to the standards suggested by Bradshaw for
boundary-layer measurements, i.e., u,k/v < 5. It is, however, difficult to meet these standards for flutter
models. The design for dynamic stability models should ensure tests at high angles of incidence since modern
combat aircraft fly at high angles of attack (e.g., 0° to 90° in the low-speed range, 0° to 40° in the high
speed range).

Aeroelastic effects - In bUffeting and dynamic stability tests model deformations should be measured.
This might be accomplished by laser systems, which are presently being considered at RAE. Deformations of
conventional flutter models are normally small, because they are tested at or near zero lift. For super
critical wings this is no longer true.

In dynamic stability tests the frequency parameters of interest are low; in buffeting investigations
they are higher, but they can be separated from the frequencies of sting and model.vibrations. The latter
are, therefore, not important. In flutter tests the frequency parameter and mode shape of the vibration is
important, but qualitative information is only required for the amplitudes.

2.5 Simulated Engine Flow

The flow-quality requirements for simulated engine flow are listed in Table 1.

Flow nonuniformity - The flow-quality requirements relative to flow nonuniformity derive from the neces
sity to accurately determine the intake buzz boundaries and the general pressure recovery.

Flow unsteadiness - The requirements that <Pt>/Pt S 0.01 «Pt> = rms of fluctuating total pressure) are
a result of the sensitivity of modern compressors to badly designed intakes. If the flow unsteadiness is
higher than the limit lndicated, a bad design might not be identified from wind-tunnel tests.

Support interference - The support must be designed so that the entry flow is not altered.

Aeroelastic effects - The aeroelasti~ effects are normally small on the model but can be significant at
full scale.

2.6 Reflection-Plane Testing

Reflection-plane testing should only be carried outr'to investigate configuration changes and to provide
(wing) data for assessing computer codes. In that regard, the accuracy and flow-quality requirements are
essentially similar to the ones for pressure and balance measurements. Investigations to assess the merit of
reflection-plane testing are under way, for instance, at NLR, FFA, and DFVLR; however, it is still too early
to draw any definite conclusions.

3. DETAILED EXAMINATION OF THE EFFECT OF FLOW QUALITY ON DATA ACCURACY; FORCES AND MOMENTS

The approach taken in examining the effects that flow quality has on data uncertainty is to concentrate
on static stability and control-type testing with secondary emphasis on other types of measurements, including
nonintrusive data methods.

Data uncertainty is composed of random error (scatter, noise, imprecision, etc.) and fixed error (bias,
systematic error, etc.). The components of the random error, G, contribute to the random error in the

..
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root-square sense. Likewise, the components of the bias error, BM, contribute to the total bias error. These
two overall errors are then summed to produce the overall measurement undertainty, UM, UM = ±(BM ±2a).

Standard deviation is far easier to determine than bias error. In general, data that have small standard
deviations lend confidence that the bias error is correspondingly small. Based on calibrations performed at
the Ames Research Center and on comparisons with manufacturer's specifications, typical bias and deviation
vglues are found to be as follows:

2a

Conventional strain gage pressure transducers
S~miconductor pressure transducers with second-order curve fit
Strain gage balance (controlled temperature)
Platinum resistance temperature transducer

±O.15% FS
±O.05% FS
±O.I% FS
±O.I% FS

±O.12% FS
±O.02-+D.05% FS
±O.15% Fs
±O.04% FS

For the purpose of estimating the overall uncertainty, the state of the art in transducers seems to be
represented by bias errors roughly equivalent to the 2a deviation. Therefore, the overall uncertainty of a
measurement, to a first approximation, is

UM= ±(BM±2a) ±(2a ±2a) = ±4a

On this basis then, the following analysis which is centered on standard deviation is extendable to overall
uncertainty.

Because the tunnel is not a steady flow environment, sufficient samples of data to establish the desired
confidence level must be taken over a time interval sufficient to average out the effects of dynamic response
and unsteady flow (Ref. 5). It is assumed that the data are acquired in this manner.

It is expected that this analysis, which is oriented to the drag of a transport-type configuration, will
serve as a guide and that the reader will modify the results where required to fit a particular situation.
Emphasis is on drag because of the impact this quantity has on performance (e.g., range, payload, transonic
acceleration).

The general expression of the standard deviation in drag coefficient, aCD' is

3.1 Formulation of the Basic Model

The same general approach is followed as that taken in Ref. 11, in which Mach number, normal force, chord
force, angle of attack, reference conditions, grit drag, internal flow, and wall interference in an error
propagation analysis are treated. One can always set up an impossibly high goal, such as that the absolute
drag uncertainty 6CD/CD be within ±O.3%. In this event, subtle quantities have significant impact. A dis
cussion and analysis of some of these factors are given in Ref. 11.

The general form is then:

"{faa~ OMr
2 2 2

[aCD ] [aCD ] [aCD JaC + -a + -a + -a
D aFN FN aFC FC aa a

Mach Norma1 Chord Angl~ of
number force force attack

~CD J2 taCD J2 t aCD J2
+ aRe aRe + a dM adM + a~a~

dX d Uoo dX Uoo dX
Reynolds Mach Stream
number gradi ent curvature

taCD ] taCD J"+ -W- a w + ~ ap +
a - - bc bc

Uoo Uoo
Stream Base or
upwash cavi ty

pressure

Interna1
drag

In this form, the results are treated as being uncorrelated. Depending on how certain reference flow
quantities are determined (Mach number, stagnation pressure, static pressure) and how the data are used, some
elements should be recombined. For example, Re can be made up of contributions due to Ptoo,M,Tt or
Ptoo,Poo,Tt. Then with M made up of Ptoo and Poo effects,

I

r-~~~"'~"'" ',--'--' _'c_ '-c~-C-",--~"--"'T'-_:_=C c:--:':-::C~~==","':'",~="===~===-==~::",=~=::::,=,~:=:::~:::::::::::,=~~;~~:-~=;:=~ _;;~_r~~=~~==;::~ __::,,'::::::::~~~'"':::_:-
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should be rewritten as

rClCo aM ClCO ClReJ2 2 [ClCo ClM ClCO aRJ2 2 ~Co aReJ2 2
L3M ClPt "" + ClRe aptJ crpt"" + L3M aP: + ClRe ClP,:J (Jp"" + ~Re ClTtJ (JTt ""

'Additionally, if the wind-tunnel data were to be adjusted to flight Reynolds number conditions, for example,
then the term

[:~~ (JRer

should be treated as uncorrelated with the other effects.

To evaluate the various contributions to the overall uncertainty, crCO' a reference transport configura
tion is chosen:

M= 0.8 Re = 3 x 106 e = 0.9

Cl 0.6 ClCO
3M= 0.1 (drag divergence)

Co 0.015, parabolic drag polar
Cl=o Swe

-S- = 5.6 Cl = 4°
ClCO "'t
Cl\ c= 0.003/deg

Abc cos Cl

Co 0, S -0.1
A= 12 bc

Other assumptions in the evaluation are as follows:

Balance normal-force capacity, FNdes' is tWice the lift at cruise

Balance chord-force capacity, FCdes' is 0.1 FNdes

Balance,axis aligned with body axis

Balance state of the art is 0.15% full scale

Balance operating at half design normal force

Pressure transducer state of the art is 0.05% full scale

Angle of attack sensor state of the art is (J = 0.01°

Temperature sensor state of the art 2(J = 0.01 T

3.2 Discussion of Contributions

In order of appearance, the contributions considered are standard deviation in Reference Mach number,
Normal Force, Chord Force, angle of attack, Reynolds number, Mach gradient, Flow Curvature, Upwasn, Base
pressure, Static pressure, and Internal Drag.

Reference Mach number -

ClCO ClCO
3M = ClMdrag rise

_ 2CO _ (ClCo) (2Cl )
M ClCl M

Balance data accuracy -

as a function of (JM for a variety of Cl and Ae values. At the reference conditions, a 2(JM of the order
0.005, which is frequently quoted as an overall precision/accuracy, produces a 2(J COM = 0.0001. This corre-
lates well with the widely accepted value of (JM = 0.0001 (Table 1) as being necessary for the required
precision/accuracy in drag.

Normal force:

The above expression (Ref. 11) is obtained by defining drag and lift coefficients (CD and Cl) in terms of
Normal and Chord force (FN and FC), angle of attack, and dynamic pressure; taking the derivative with respect
to Mach number; and then substituting to eliminate dynamic pressure.

Presented in Fig. 2 is the contribution to drag,
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Chord force: acO cos a acO sin a
aFC = ----q:s - aGL----q:s

The following assumptions and conditions are imposed:

aco 2Cl
aCl = '!rAe

Standard deviation proportional to design load and GF = £FNN des

Chord-force design load = 0.1 normal-force design load FC 0.1 FNdes des

Operating at 1/2 design condition GF £FCC des

Reference angle of attack of 4°
FNdes
--S- '" 2Clqoo reference

1.2

Then

Reference effective aspect ratio of 10.8

0.126£ and 0.12£

£ to GCoF = 0.174£. Typically, £ is such that 2GFN
The results of the foregoing analysis are presented in

which combines in the root-mean-square sense for equal

is about 0.15% FNdes' which yields a GCDF = 0.00019.
Fig. 3 for Cl = 0.6 and Cl = 0.4.

Increasing the ratio of design load to operating load at constant Cl results in a linear increase in
deviation. In order to achieve the required Co accuracy of 0.0001 as stated in Table 1, the balance must be
operated at des'ign conditions and the standard deviation should be reduced by a factor of 2.

Angle of Attack -

For the reference conditions, aCo/aa = 0.599, which results in a Ga = 0.0096°, required to produce a
GCO = 0.0001. This corresponds to the 0.01° angle-of-attack figure presented in Table 1. Figure 4 is a plot
of acO per 0.01° of Ga as a function of Cl for a variety of aspect ratios.

a

Uncertainty in angle of attack is idealized as composed of stream angle and geometric effects:

( a )2 = ( )2 + ( )2
a aa stream angle Ga geometric

The ability to determine stream angle seems to be limited by tunnel flow preclslon and balance accuracy.
Accuracies are quoted in Ref. 1 to range from 0.01° to 0.04°. Stream angle determined from balance measure~

ment results in

choosing dCl/da = O.l/deg and the reference conditions and assumed balance accuracy of 0.15% results in

G
2

(.009°)2 + (G~ltunnel precision
astream angle

G
2

astream angle precision

Assuming a tunnel precision of equal value leads to aa stream angle = 0.013°.

The accuracy of geometric angle-of-attack measurements varies widely, depending on the test environment
and the method used. Most seem tJ produce a 2a precision of the order of 0.05°. Modern laser technology
application is leading toward a Ga of 0.01°. Overall then, it seems more likely that a aa = 0.02° is
achievable as opposed to 0.01°.

Reynolds number - Reynolds number effects on drag are idealized as resulting from skin-friction effects
and from transonic effects (changes in pressure drag and wave drag from shock movement due to changes in
boundary-layer thickness). Hence,
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aC acO acO
_0 =__f + __t
aRe aRe aRe

Skin friction: Figure 5, which is taken from Ref. 12, shows that Prandtl-Schlichting, Karman-Schoenherr,
Schultz~Grunow, and Winter-Gaudet methods of estimating turbulent skin friction are all comparable. Hence,
for convenience, the Prandtl-Schlichting relationship

C = 0.455
f (log Re)2'S8

10

is differentiated to produce

-2.58(10g10 e) dRe
(loglo Re) Re

Assuming a form factor correction to wetted area,

acO S
f _ -0.5098 we

aRe - ( ) 3 • 58 SRe 10glO Re

The results of this equation are presented in Fig. 6. At the reference conditions, aRe ~ 100,000 results in
aCOf ~ 0.0001. On this basis, a aRe = 100,000 is suggested as the criterion for forming estimates of other
related criteria.

Transonic effects: The effects of Reynolds number on transonic effects should be found from experiment,
because transonic behavior will differ for each model and also for boundary-layer transition. For example, as
presented in Fig. 7, numerical results for a modified version of the Whitcomb 1202-4 airfoil with both fixed
and free transition show quite different behavior.

Other effects: Not previously discussed is the effect Reynolds number has on angle of zero lift. Refer
ence 13 shows that the free-transition results for the C-SA correlation are particularly affected, varying by
0.3° over the Reynolds number range from 1.75 x 10 6 to 4.2 x 10 6 , whereas, fixed-transition results vary only
by 0.03° for the same range.

Transition Reynolds number has clearly been shown to be affected by noise in the airstream. The method
of Benek and High (Ref. 14) correlates well with experimental results from the AEOC 16T facility. The well
known AEOC 10° cone results from numerous tunnels (Ref. 15) show that transition is strongly dependent on
noise. Results from tests of this cone are presented in Fig. 8 (Ref. 16) for Mach number 0.8. The results of
the C-5A wind-tunnel correlation (Ref. 13), showed that best agreement was achieved when the differences in
transition Reynolds number were assumed to represent a transonic turbulence factor, and a correction for
Reynolds number was applied accordingly. This seems to be counter to the information presented in Sec. 2.3.
The conflict may be resolved by noting that the boundary layer on the model was largely transitional or very
early turbulent. The issue is by no means closed. With the assumption that for wind-tunnel models the effect
is valid, Re = 100,000 results in a <p'>/qoo of =0.001 for negligible effect which is over an order of mag
nitude less than the 2% value noted in Sec. 2.3.

Correlation of the Preston-tube data from the Ames II-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel (Ref. 16) and flight-test
results (Ref. 17), as well as comparison of unit Reynolds numbers for the same Cf, probe pressure, and
effective probe height, shows approximately a 6% greater effective Reynolds number in the tunnel for laminar
boundary-layer development (Fig. 9). These results are not conclusive, but they do serve to illustrate the
potential problem. Work in this area is needed.

Mach gradient - The longitudinal gradient in static pressure is a recognized source of drag that must be
taken into account. The more accurate method is to integrate the static-pressure coefficient distribution as
a function of An/S to evaluate the CObuoyancy term. A discussion of this is provided in Ref. 2, which
references earlier work by Isaacs (Ref. 18) and Morris and Winter (Ref. 19). As pointed out in Ref. 2,

Co
buoyancy

can be idealized as

Here, the term dM/[d(X/L)] represents the change in Mach number over the length of the model (L). Presented
in Fig. 10 is the contribution of dM/[d(X/L)] to CD as a function of Mach number for a range of V/SL
values. As can be seen in the figure, at M= 0.8, a change in Mach number over the length of the model of
less than 0.001 produces a CObuoyancy = 0.0001.

Since the slope of the curve is nearly constant with Mach number, the criterion of {dM/[d(X/L)]}/M = 0.06%
is suggested for Mach gradient. For transonic conditions, this is within the allowable LM = 0.001 as pre
sented in Table 1. Uncertainty of adM/[d(X/L)] = 0.0006Mwould also represent an uncertainty in buoyancy
of aCObuoyancy = 0.0001.

'dB
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Stream curvature - Induced camber and induced tail incidence are two principal effects of flow curvature:

Induced camber: At transonic speeds, the drag rise characteristics are particularly affected. Each user
of a given facility should assess the effect for this configuration. As an example, presented in Fig. 11 is
the result of computations of a 1202.4 airfoil at M= 0.78 with circular-arc camber added. A
l:1y/C = 0.000125(X/C)(l - X/C) produces a I:1CD shock of 0.00005, which ts equivalent to a stream angle change
of 0.00025 rad in one chord lengh = 0.014 deg/chord. Certainly, away from these conditions, the influence will
be significantly less. Based on this limited analysis, it is suggested that the desired accuracy, at or near
design, be 0.03 deg/chord.

Tail incidence: Tail incidence owing to flow curvature affects trim drag:

Presented in Fig. 12 is the result of the above equation for aCDt = 0.0001 as a function of ~t/C. Estimat
ing dCD/dit(~t/C) to be ~ 0.003/deg, d(W/uoo)/d(X/C) of the order of 0.0006 is seen to result in
aCDt = 0.0001. From the standpoint of trim drag, d(W/uoo)/d(X/C) = 0.0006 is suggested as the criterion for
flow curvature. This is equivalent to 0.034°/chord, which compares favorably with the 0.03 deg/chord criterion
suggested for induced-camber effects.

Stream upwash - The effect of the mean value of stream upwash is contained in the discussion of Sec. 3.2.3,
Angle of Attack. The mean upwash at zero lift is the tunnel stream angularity. The mean upwash owing to lift
interference is treated as an addition to the geometric angle-of-attack term. Remaining is the effect span
wise variation of upwash has on the drag polar shape. Sources of this variation are wall interference and
swirl in the tunnel flow field. As a measure of the significance of this flow, a wing having an elliptical
lift distribution is compared to a wing with an elliptical lift plus a parabolic added-lift distribution.

The analysis is after the method of Glauert which is outlined in the appendix to Ref. 20.

Basic elliptical lift

1

plus the parabolic increment

I:1C _c_ = a~ [1 - (£i::
b

)2J
~ cave cave

which produces lift for elliptic loading

and for elliptic + parabolic loading

Holding CL constant requires variation in angle of attack and corresponding C~:

1 :+ 80
3iT

( 4v2)1/2
1+01-~

b2

which results in

-1
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Based on the Fourier analysis of the lift distributions:

and

lOP, then

10 Aoc- E212 - -S cos a
7M 2

[
-C (5M - 10) _~ Abc cos aJ2(Gp00)2

0bc 7M2 7M2 S Poo

At or near CObc = 0, and expressing Gp

The result of these equations is presented in Fig. 16.

At Mach number 0.8, an E of 0.0005 (which is representative of the current technology) produces a GM
of 0.0005 for both Ptoo and Poo ' which results in an overall GM of 0.0007.

Table 1 indicates ~Cp = 0.001 for small configurational changes. This is equivalent to
E ~ (7/10)M2~Cp = 0.0005 at Mach 0.8.

Pressure and temperature requirements - Uncertainty requirements for pressure and temperature measure
ments are dictated by the requirements for uncertainty of Mach nur,lber and Reynolds number.

Pressure: Oefining

A transducer of E = 0.001 is typical. Presented in Fig. 15 is the deviation, GCO' due to E = 0.001, as a
function of Mach number for a variety of (Abc/S)cos a. For the reference transport conditions,
GCO

bc
= 0.00006. For CObc = 0.001, the result is GCObc = 0.000061. Missile configurations are more sensi-

tive since Abc/S = 1.0. At M= 0.8, CObc = 0, a = 0, GCObc for a missile = 0.0063.

Then

For the reference conditions, A = 12 and CL 0.6 0 = 0.1 results ~COi = 0.00007. With this varia
tion, ~a/a at the root section is 1.4% higher and at n = 0.95 is 6% lower. For a wing ~aper ratio 2 and
average section lift coefficient slope of O.l/deg, this variation will increase a at the root by 0.08° and
decrease a at n = 0.95 by 0.6°. The variation in ~a/a as a function of n is presented in Fig. 13.

By way of comparison, the effect of varying wing incidence on the outer portion, along the span of a
modern transport configuration, is shown in Fig. 14. A maximum variation of ~a = 0.4° produces a
~CO = 0.0002. This computation was performed for a nominal CL of 0.45, using a vortex-lattice approach.
The results are comparable and serve to illustrate that the outer span flow is most critical. Models with
large span-to-tunnel-width ratio (exceeding about 0.6) will be particularly affected by tunnel-wall upwash
interference varying along the span (Ref. 21).

From the foregoing, to hold GcO.(w/uoo) under 0.0001, it is suggested that the spanwise variation in
1

stream angle + lift interference be defined within ±0.1°.

Model base and cavity pressure - For either base or cavity pressure, uncertainty stems from the measure
ment error associated with static and total pressure error. The uncertainty is the same, hence
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Temperature: Using the expression for Re,

{[
aRe ]2 [aRe J2 [aRe J2}1!2

aRe = aPt", aPt", +Lap", ap", + aTo aTo

(1)

(2)

(3 )

The combined effects of aPt", and ap", from Eqs. (1) and (2) are presented in Fig. 17 as a function of Mach
number for To = 1000 K and 300 o K. At Mach number 0.8, aRe is of the order of 0.15% of Re per 0.1% of
pressure deviation. Comparing this with the criterion of aRe = 100,000, it is seen that the uncertainty of
measurement from modern pressure transducers is not a significant factor at Re less than 50 x 10 6 • Pre
sented in Fig. 18 is the deviation in Re due to a 1% deviation in To as a function of Mach number. A
1% deviation in To results in 1.3% deviation in Re at Mach number 0.8. At moderate Reynolds number, up
to about 8 x 106 , the criterion of aRe = 100,000 results in aTo/To = 1% being sufficient. This means that
conventional facilities represented by To = 311°K having a aTo' including temperature spottiness, of 30°C
would satisfy reasonable requirements for data uncertainty and flow quality.

Internal drag - There are many ways of defining and determining duct losses. The key to all of them is
an accurate determination of weight flow. References 22 through 24 contain information on this subject, as
well as the related subject of testing for powered-nacelle effects. In general, whether for rakes, a venturi,
calibrated orifices, or exit plugs, some sort of weight-flow calibration is required. One approach
(R. Bengelink, Boeing, Seattle, private communication) to performing duct loss calibrations is to define
internal drag, Dint, as

where

Fbalance

W
9 Videal

and

Fbalance and Ware obtained in a calibration facility. In the calibration facility, W is determined from a
system of venturis that includes instrumentation of high precision and accuracy. With, such a system
aWVideal/WVideal is of the order 0.001. Correspondingly, Fbalance has'a aF/F of the order of 0.001. With
these deviations, Cv as calibrated has a deviation owing to the measurement deviations of

1/2

:c: .{ta:r + [::::::jr .0.0014

in the wind tunnel

C = (1 _ C ) £!. Vi dea1
Dint v g q",

On the basis of the definition of Cv' and CDint' and recognizing that Videal and q", are both functions of
Pt", and P~, the various components contribute as follows: typical value for high-bypass flow-through
nacelles 1S Cv ~ 0.95. For this condition, the contribution to aCOint/COint owing to acv/Cv is
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y=tforY _ 1 )YIY- 1

+--w2

Cp, cal/mole C Cv' cal/mole C Molecular weight,
g/mole

O2 1.3925 7.05 5.063 32
N2 1.4012 6.94 4.953 28
H20 1.505 5.92 3.933 18

o-c

CDint = {[19(0.0014)J 2 + (0.002)2 + [i (0.0024)r + -zig (9.8)2[(0.005)2 + (0.005) 2Jr/2
= 0.02

Dint

( ~
o-c 190-C1 V v

_1__ 1 c;=~
0.95

The calibrated orifice, or rake used to measure W, was calibrated using a suction tank with essentially no
airflow around the model. In the tunnel, the inlet airflow is considerably more distorted than in the tank
because of the high-velocity external flow field. It is safe to assume that o-W/W is considerably larg~r than
in the calibration facility. Depending on the nacelle installation and configuration, the value of o-w/W may
range from 0.001 to 0.01 or more. For the reference transport configuration, a value of 0.002 is assumed. For
high-quality resistance temperature transducers, precision is of the order of 2°-Tt = 0.05% full scale.
Customarily, To is not measured in the duct, but is the result of a temperature survey of the tunnel; hence,
the overall uncertainty is of the order of 3°C. Assuming a bias of 1.5°C and a 20- precision of the tunnel
of 1.5°C, then for To = 311°K,

which is approximately an order of magnitude less precise than the preC1Slon of the high-quality temperature
transducer. Representative 20- deviation for commercially available pressure transducers is 0.10% full scale.
Assuming that pressure transducers used to determine Ptoo and Poo are used appropriately, o-Pt IPtoo and o-Poo/Poo
are assumed to be 0.005. Assuming a reference Mach number of 0.8, and substituting these res~lts in the
expression for o-CO' ICo· t·1nt 1n

At constant pressure,

For high-bypass separate-flow nacelles, COint ranges from about 0.0006 to 0.0012. With this range, the
deviation in CD, t for, say, a twin-nacelle installation is of the order of o-CO' t = 0.00007 or less. Inln ln
other situations wherein rakes are typically used and in which the internal drag may be quite high, such as
in a fighter-type configuration, weight flow W may be much more in error, and the internal drag uncertainty
could be an order of magnitude more than the above. An assessment of the uncertainty, based on the method
used to acquire and reduce the data is necessary to defining the actual level of uncertainty.

Humidity - It is generally accepted that condensation is to be avoided. A highly conservative approach
is for the dew-point temperature to be below that corresponding to the highest local Mach number of the flow
over the model. Because of factors such as lag time in the heat-transfer process resulting in condensation
and supersaturation, this is unnecessarily restrictive. Experience shows that a dew point at or below that
corresponding to the free-stream static temperature is sufficient to avoid condensation. Hence, to avoid
condensation, a criterion of the dew point being 2°C below free-stream static temperature is suggested.

As will be shown in the following, the effects of humidity, in the form of water vapor, on the gas con
stant yare insignificant for easily obtainable humidity levels. Air is idealized as a mixture of oxygen
and nitrogen, and the folloWing thermodynamic properties at 25°C are chosen as representative:

Then, with the O2 mole fraction 0.205, yair = 1.39954 and yair + water at 0.001 relative humidity = 1.39967
results in ny/nrelative humidity = 0.13. From

dM _ _ [~M _~ (5 + M2)~n 5 + M
2Jdy - 4 28M 5

In the transonic range from M= 0.6 to M= 1.4, dM/dy ranges from -0.195 to -0.282. With this range of
values, the humidity corresponding to nM = -0.001 is ~0.001/0.195(0.13) = 0.039. Since humidity levels in
transonic tunnels are typically below 0.001, it is seen that humidity affecting y is not a problem. There
fore, any flow-quality criteria for humidity should be based on condensation. Having met the suggested
criteria, the effect of humidity on the measurements, and on drag in particular, should be negligible.
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3.3 Summary of Deviation Effects

For the reference transport at M 0.8, the following conditions are assumed:

---

aCDaM = 0.1 , 0.6 , Ae 10.8 , Swe_
-S- 5.6

aC 0.00005 (2aM = 0.005)
DM

A
~c = 0.02 Re = 4 x 106

Further, assuming the deviations as presented in the discussion, Relative Magnitude of Bias and Deviation,
from the .preceding analysis and discussion, the la's are as follows:

aC 0.00003 (dd~c :; 0.03
0

)

Dcurvature

]

Ii

0.00013

(
2aT )

0.00002 Too = 0.01

0.00003

0.00005

aC assumed to be negligible
DdM

d 2<_
JI,

which combines to give an overall
aCD = 0.00019 and from the rough
uncertainty at the 95% confidence

4. OTHER TYPES OF MEASUREMENTS

aCD = 0.00019. For a composite root-sum standard deviation of
estimate of the relative magnitude of bias and deviation error, the total
level is ±0.0008 in CD.

1
I

4.1 Laminar Flow Control Technology

The development of laminar flow control (LFC) technology in the wind tunnel places the most severe
requirement on the aero-noise quality because of the dominance of external disturbances on the stability of
laminar boundary layers. It has been shown earlier that the magnitude of local boundary-layer suction flow
required to maintain laminar flow increases with induced high sound intensities (Refs. 25,26). Air particle
fluctuations caused by impinging sound waves add to the displacements caused by flow turbulence, and the
resulti ng di sturbances undergo the well-known Tollmi en-Schl i chti ng and cross-flow ampl i fi cati ons as these
disturbances propagate in the boundary layer, that is, boundary-layer receptivity (Morkovin). The amplifica
tions of these growth disturbances have been shown experimentally (Ref. 25) and theoretically (Ref. 27) to
occur only for fluctuating disturbances in a limited frequency range corresponding to the Tollmien
Schlichting and cross-flow spectral regions over a given wing design.

Utilizing measured disturbance levels in the NASA/LRC-8-ft TPT (Ref. 19) and the critical boundary-layer
instability modes on the NASA LRC developed swept super critical LFC airfoil (Refs. 27-29), reduction in SPL
with frequency was determined for the LRC TPT test section to prevent transition on the wing. Figure 18 shows
the existing SPL with slots closed compared with that desired for M= 0.8. The desired distribution of SPL
is based on calculations of T - S and cross-flow instabilities over the wing upper surface using conservative
incompressible stability analysis (Ref. 27). These calculations limited the maximum growth disturbance
amplitude ratio (n = Jl,n A/Ao) to about 4.5 in the nose region, 6.5 in the mid-chord region, and 7 in the aft
wing region for design. Figure 19 shows the required SPL reduction with frequency relative to the existing
level to prevent transition at M= 0.8. From a similar approach estimates were made to determine the critical
SPL for 0.2:; M:; 1.0, as shown in Fig. 20 compared with existing levels with and without slots closed.
Figure 21 shows the critical SPL level with frequency for the LPC swept wing desi"gn at M= 0.8 and
Re/ft = 3 x 10 6

• The solid curve is based on analysis of the swept wing. The dashed curve illustrates criti
cal values of SPL that may be established by possible unstable modes involving slowly moving streamwise vor
tices, that is, upstream turning were support generated vort5ces.

Figure 22 shows the maximum chord Reynolds number with LFC and with turbulence level for low drag wings
and bodies of revolution and flight results. The various tunnel data for maximum Re or transition are for
o < M< 0.3 and illustrate the influence of characteristic broad-based disturbance on transition. The flight
data are influenced by propulsion- and fuselage-generated disturbances. The indicated LFC wing design point
was partly based on the previously discussed approach and criteria and it was verified that the required level
of u'/Uoo :; 0.05% was achievable utilizing a sonic throat (Ref. 30). With the addition of scheduled LRC/8'
TPT modifications (HC + screens), it is expected that the level can be reduced to u'/Uro ~ 0.02-0.03% for
transonic speeds. It is suggested that the criteria of u'/Uoo = 0.05% be established for LFC development.

4.2 Determination of Boundary-Layer Properties by Holographic Methods

The technology for holographic measurement of boundary-layer properties by optical methods is rapidly
advancing. The measurements are limited by both the quality of the ~ptics and the quality of the airstream.
Airstream, density fluctuations <p'> (denotes root mean square of the time-dependent density perturbation)
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affect the quality. The effect of <p'> is to distort the wavefront of the signal at the focal plane of the
receiving optics which results in noise superimposed on the true signal. The greater the optical path length,
the greater the distortion. The conventional means of identifying the quality of the flow is the distortion
length a (termed optical aberration). The distortion length a is defined from the following relation:

a2 = 2(G.D.)2 j[L <p'>2~X dx
o

where G.D. is the Gladstone-Dale constant (0.000227 M3/kg), L is the optical path length, and ~x is the
integral spatial correlation of <p'> between two points along the optical path. The integral spatial corre
lation ~x is usually found from cross-correlation of hot-wire measurements taken at different points along
the path length.

Reference 31 contains numerous reports on the subject of aero-optics. The results of airborne measure
ments of atmospheric turbulence by Rose and Otten are presented in this publication. For example, at Mach
0.83 at an altitude of 8.84 km, <p'>/Poo = 0.019% and ~x = 7.1 m, which for light of A = 0.63 ~m produced
a a/Ao.63 ~m of 3.9/km (a/AL o. 63 = 0.0039/m), and A = 10.6 ~m results in

A a = 0.23 (:L = 0.00023/m)
10·6 vm 10.6

Rose, Craig, and Raman have recently obtained measurements of the boundary-layer properties in the shear
layers of separated flow from a bluff-body model installed in a 14-foot wind tunnel (Ref. 32). Values of
a/AL ranged from 5 to 10. Rose estimates that a/AL for attached turbulent boundary layers might be as

0.69
low as 10% of the shear-layer value. The requirements for flow quality for these types of measurements is
driven by the loss of confidence in the data that results from aero-noise (quantified by signal-to-noise ratio,
SIN)

where Ldata is proportional to model size and Ltunnel is proportional to tunnel size. Examining the
relationship leads to the obvious conclusion that the model needs to be as large as possible and the optical
path length as short as possible to achieve the maximum SIN. Further, for thin layers, it is easy to see why
20 testing is 'preferable (if not the only way) with the path parallel to the model. Then (neglecting side-wall
effects) Ldata/Ltunnel = 1.0. As an example, for thick shear layers, with Ldata/Ltunnel = 0.01, a/LA = 5
and a limit on SIN = 10 = [5/(a/LA)tunnel](0.01) results in a desired a/LAtunnel = 0.005. This is close to
but higher than the free-air value. Presumably, treatment of the tunnel to reduce the scale length of <p'>
(screens, honeycomb, high contraction ratio) could be done to achieve this.

In summary, the experimenter will have to evaluate the experiment/tunnel compatibility for himself.
Determination of <p'> and ~x as a function of tunnel conditions for each facility in question is necessary
for proper assessment.

4.3 Desirable Particulate in the Flow Field for Laser Velocimetry

Since laser velocimetry depends on detecting Doppler frequency shifts owing to moving centers of light
scattering, particulate matter in the flow field is welcome, provided that it is of the right type, size, and
concentration. There are numerous references on the subject of laser velocimetry. Reference 33 is a compen
dium of laser instrumentation reports; it includes references dating from 1970. Reference 2 cites references
from 1965 to 1976 and contains a considerable discussion of the subject. In particular, Ref. 2 contains a'
discussion of errors induced by particle lag. In that discussion, particles are idealized as obeying Stoke's
law for drag. With this assumption, the equation of motion of a spherical particle in fluid flow is idealized
by neglecting terms associated with density of the gas, Pg. The result is

(dp)2 pp dV p
18 ~ CIt = (V g - Vp)

g

The term on the right represents the lag in particle velocity from the velocity of the gas.

Assuming sinusoidal motion of the gas, the particle response is

where w is the gas motion (radians per second). This form is not entirely suitable for low-density flows.
Other researchers (see Ref. 1) add a correction to account for the situation in which the mean free path ~
is significant in rela~ion to particle diameter dp. In this case, [(dp)2 pp]/18 ~g is replaced by
[(dp)2pp]/18 ~g[l + K(~/dp)] where K is the Cunningham constant (1.8 for air).

Figure 23 (Fig. A.11.5 in Ref. 2) is a solution for Vp/Vg (neglecting the Cunningham correction) for
Mach number 1.0 conditions at 40°C stagnation temperature with Pp = 1 g/cm 3 (representative of particulates
such as oil vapor and smoke particles. Illustrated in the figure is the importance of particulate in the
submicron size range. It is not obvious, but too small a particulate is essentially the same as no particu
late and hence seeding of the flow would be required. Dennis A. Johnson (NASA Ames Research Center, private

•
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communication) indicates that 0.3 ~m to 0.7 ~m is the desired range of particulate size and recommends the
criterion that the number density C of particles in the range CO• 3+ O• 7 ~m be three orders of magnitude
greater than the number density of particles of larger size, C>0.7 ~m, that is,

The desired number density of particles in the CO• 3 to CO• 7 ~m range can be estimated from the relationship,
data rate, n, is approximated by n = CAV. Here, A is the probe volume cross section and V is the velocity.
Rearranging, C = n/AV. In order to take data at a reasonable rate, n should be of the ord~r of 103 /sec to
lOs/sec. Assuming a probe volume cross section of (0.01 cm)(O.Ol em) and Mach number = 0.9 - 300 m/sec, sub
stitution produces

--

or 333 s; C s; 33,300
cm 3 cm 3

Of course, choosing a different set of variables will result in different desired particulate concentrations.
The researcher should determine these for the experiment in question.

4.4 Tunnel Cleanliness

It is difficult to quantify the effects of flow contaminants in the wind-tunnel airstream. Flow contami
nants have the potential to affect model aerodynamic characteristics and to damage either the model or test
instrumentation. ,There are no known criteria related to the effects of flow contaminants on model aerodynamic
characteristics .. However, models have been sandblasted to such an extent that boundary-layer transition
moved to the leading edge, thereby simulating to some degree high-Reynolds-number conditions.

For tests associated with boundary-layer transition or laminar flow control such events are considered
disastrous. As these special tests become more important, some criteria for tunnel cleanliness will have to

. be developed. Although the study of tunnel operational procedures is beyond the scope of this work, some
criteria do exist for avoiding model or instrumentation damage. One such criterion, which is used at AEDC,
is that a 0.25-in. 2 surface area experience fewer than 60 particle hits per hour of operation at a dynamic
pressure of 1000 lb/ft2

• Although particle size is not considered in this criterion and a target hit count
is required, it has proved effective in preventing model and instrumentation damage.

5 SUMMARY OF ,FLOW-QUALITY AND DATA-ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS

The most stringent requirements for flow quality and data accuracy included in this paper are given below.

5.1 Flow Quality

Item

w/U""
[d(w/U",,)]/[d(x/c)]
[d(w/U",,)]/dn
dM/[d(x/.Q,)]

u'/U""
<p'>/q""
LIT

lIPt
LIP

IrlFTiiT
T-TD

5.2 Data Accuracy

Description
Flow angle
Flow curvature
Spanwise variation in flow angle
Mach gradient
Vorticity
Noise
Temperature spottiness
Total head variation
Static pressure variation
Disturbance frequency content

Dewpoint temperature margin
Density fluctuation and integral
spatial correlation of p'
Particulate diameter

Number density of particles

Value
:;0.01°
:::0.03°/chord
::;0.1°
::;0.0006 M
::;0.0005
::;0.0005
±l°K

±0.002 Pt
±0.002 P
::;0.002

2°C
Experiment dependent

0.3 to 0.7 m

3337 to 33,300/3

Basis

CD = 0.0001
CD = 0.0001
Co = 0.0001
CD = 0.0001
Laminar flow
Laminar flow
Boundary-layer study
Boundary-layer study
Boundary-layer study
Flutter
Condensation
Signal/noise ratio

Signal and particle lag for
LV work
Signal and particle lag for
LV work

Item Description 2 Value Basis
Po Stagnation pressure 0.001 Pfs CD = 0.0001
P Static pressure 0.001 Pfs CD = 0.0001
To Stagnation temperature 0.01 To CD = 0.0001
M Mach number 0.0002 CD = 0.0001

Angle of attack 0.01° CD = 0.0001

FN Normal force 0.0008 FNdes CD 0.0001
FC Chord force 0.0008 FCdes CD = 0.0001
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The capacilities of pressure and temperature transducers are better than the requirements presented
above. In general, the ability to determine forces and angle of attack is deficient by a factor of 2 to 3.
It is expected that advanced calibration techniques taking into account temperature effects, nonlinearity,
and hysteresis characteristics, as well as a careful ordering of the test program; will be required to
achieve a significant improvement in the ability to resolve forces and moments. Application of modern
optical techniques to the measurement angle of attack offer the most promise for an improvement in data
accuracy.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this work, a major assumption is that the instrumentation is being used either at the full-scale design
condition or as near to the condition (in the case of the balance) as dynamic conditions will allow. Further,
the effects owing to Reynolds number have been assumed to be represented by basic tunnel instrumentation and
calibration accuracy. The effects of noise on Reynolds number have been ignored. The latter seems to be a
high-risk assumption and should be addressed to the point of resolution. A comparison of the relative magni
tudes of the various contributions highlights the well-known fact that balance and angle-of-attack uncertainty
are the largest contributors to the total uncertainty. A 50% reduction in the uncertainty of these two mea
surements would significantly reduce the overall uncertainty. The issue of flow curvature is one that bears
watching, as does Mach gradient. The effects of these latter two quantities can become quite significant at
cruise conditions with only very small increases.

In this paper, the analysis and comments are oriented toward static stability testing of a transport
configuration. Other tests may show considerably different effects, and the user should examine his own test
requirements and the consequences of uncertainties of the kind presented in this paper.

7. RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Strive to develop force and angle-of-attack instrumentation with one half the uncertainty of state
of-the-art instrumentation. This may require a rather exhaustive test technique to minimize hysteresis
effects.

2. Research the role of aero-noise on Reynolds number effects.

3. Develop a standard calibration set of measurements and data reduction method for calibrating wind
tunnels for flow quality. Obtain reference measurements in flight where applicable. A working group should
be organized with the task of specifying the conditions and designing the calibration experiment.

4. Recommendation for future activities of the Conveners Group: Continue the activities of the group
for at least another 2 years. As mentioned in the Introduction, there was not enough time to do a very
thorough job. With the present base given, this should improve in the future, especially with regard to
measurements other than force and moment measurements.

APPENDIX

CONVENERS GROUP

Eastern Atlantic Gro~p

The first Eastern Atlantic meeting was held at the Hochschule der Bundeswehr Munchen, Neubiberg, Germany,
on May 8-9, 1980. The following were members and contributors.

P. Ashill, RAE, England
E. Barbantini, Aeritalia, Italy
P. Bradshaw, Imperial Col., England
A. Elsenaar, NLR, Netherlands
E. Erlich, ONERA, France
Ewald, VFW, Germany
H. P. Franz, VFW, Germany
Goldsmith, RAE, England
K. Kienappel, DFVLR, Germany
D. G. Mabey, RAE, England
K. C. Pallister, ARA, England
P. G. Pianta, Politecnico Torino, Italy
E. Stanewsky, DFVLR, Germany (convener)
E. Thiel, Dornier, Germany

Western Atlantic Group
The Western Atlantic Group met at NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California on October 28-29,

1980 and April 20-21, 1981. The following members participated in the preparation of this report:
Ronald Bengelink Boeing, Seattle, Washington
Gerald Bowes Boeing, Seattle, Washington
Denis Brown NAE, Ottawa, Canada
Robert BUffington Sandia Corp., Albuquerque, New Mexico
Joseph Cadwell McDonnell Douglas, Long Beach, California
Milton Cohen Rockwell International (NAAD), Los Angeles, California
Richard Frey McDonnell Douglas, St. Louis, Missouri
Stanley Gottlieb David Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center, Bethesda, Maryland
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James Grunnet
W. D. Harvey
E. Dabney Howe
F. Jackson
John McAfee
A. Madsen
Frank Steinle (Convener)

Flui-Dyne, Minneapolis, Minnesota
NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia
Northrop Aircraft Corp., Hawthorne, California
Calspan Corp., Tullahoma, Tennessee
Grumman Aerospace Corp., Bethpage, New York
General Dynamics, Fort Worth, Texas
NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California

The group also wishes to acknowledge the assistance of the following in providing valuable commentary during
the preparation and revision of this report.

Roy Eaves
David Benepe
Dr. Werner Pfenninger
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Table 1. Type of measurements and influence parameters

INFLUENCE-
MODEL MEAS. OF + CORR. FOR

~
ACCURACY FLOW NON-UNIFORMITY FLOW UNSTEADYNESS

PURITY
CORRECT. FOR SUPPORT DESIGN: AEROEL. EFFECTS

OF WIND TUNNEL INTERF. (TOLER. (MODEL + SUPPORT)
TYPE WALL INTERFERENCE
OF TOTAL AND VELOC./MACH N. PRESS VELOC. TEMP.

FLUID
WALL SIDE-WALL

CORRECT. +

MEASUREMENTS
PV SC CFD STATIC PRESS ANGULARITY TEMP. (ACOUST.) (VORTIC.) (SPOTS) INTERF. EFFECTS AEROEL.) DEFORM. VIBRAT.

TOTAL + STATIC
XPRESSURES X

STEADY STATE:
0.01 0.001 0.01 acp = 0.001 aM =0.001

acp Aa = a.f' 0 0 0 0 0

DYNAMIC: acp 0 0 0 0

BALANCE
X X X X X X X X X X XMEASUREMENTS

LIFT C
L

0.01 0.001 0.01 77 77 77 77 77

DRAG CD 0.0005 0.0001 0.0001 APt = %% Pt aM = 0.001 ±1° aM = 0.001 acp <0.001 } +
acp =0.001 a", =0.1°;0.01° a", =0.01 a", <0.1°

ACt <0.01°*
MOMENTSCM 0.002 0.001 0.002 77 77 77 77

COMPONENT
FORCES

PRESSURE DRAG

BOUNDARY "H X x x x x x x x XLAYERS

MEAN QUANT. apt = 0.2% Pt SIMILAR TO 0 2%9 0.1% U 0.5 K 0 0 ur k/v
ap = 0.2% P

FLUCT. QUANT. 77 BALANCE MEAS. 0 0 0 77

HEAT TRANSFER 77 0.1 K 0 0 77

UNSTEADY
X X X X X X XPHENOMENA

BUFFETING 0 77 0 'P/q = 0.5%

FLUTTER 0 aM = 0.01 ±2 K ~"'0.002
0 0

·DYN.STAB. 0 77 0

SIMUL. ENGINE X X
0 X 0 0 0 X X

FLOW acp = 0.005 aM = 0.001 P/Pt < 0.01

REFLECTION X X
PANE

NOTES: PV = PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION; SC = SMALL CONFIGURATIONAL CHANGES; CFD = COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS; 0 = NOT CONSIDERED CRITICAL;

BLANK = NOT CONSIDERED EXPLICITLY; X = DISCUSSED WITHIN TEXT; + = TAIL;· = WING.

N-
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Figure 1. Data and error flow diagram.
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Figure 19. Sound pressure level versus frequency. Figure 21. Effect of M on critical SPL for LFC
testing.
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Figure 22. Critical disturbance level versus
frequency for LFC testing.
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